Retinal image registration is a key step in treating hypertension, diabetes and various retinal global diseases. In current methods of retinal image registration, they generally suffer from a lack of reliable features, missing true correspondences and geometric distortion. To address above problem, we propose a robust non-rigid retinal image registration method using multi-image features and dual constraints (i.e. the global and local geometric structure constraints). Our method contains the following main contributions. (i) A finite mixture model based on multi-feature is constructed for handling different types of image features. (ii) A combination of three features is substituted into the mixture model to improve the complementarities of different features. (iii) Dual constraints are proposed for ensuring the stability of the global and local structures of feature sets in the process of spatial transformation and updating. The performance of our method is evaluated by four main types of retinal images, which shows our method outperforms five stateof-the-art methods in most scenarios, especially when the retinal image has a large angle change.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diabetes, hypertension, cerebral vascular sclerosis and coronary atherosclerosis are global diseases, which are the major cause of death and disability in the elderly. In 2015, an estimated 1.6 million deaths were directly caused by diabetes. There are 12-million diabetics throughout the world will double by 2025 [1] and diabetes will be the seventh leading cause of death in 2030 [2] . And Tissue level changes of these disease damages are in the microcirculation and microvessels level, what's more, retinal microvessel is the only deeper capillaries that can be observed directly. Hence, observing retinal microvessel changes can correlate to the changes in such diseases closely. In addition, glaucoma, agerelated macular degeneration and other retinal diseases can also obtain better therapeutic regimens by retinal images The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jiachen Yang. processing and analyzing. Retinal images generally contain too much important local and temporal information of human retina. For this reason, retinal image registration plays a more and more important role in helping ophthalmologists to diagnose and cure numerous retinal diseases.
Many researchers have studied in retinal image registration recently so that a great number of methods have been proposed. However, registration of retinal image still suffers from the low-quality retinal images, including uneven content contrast and non-linear intensity difference, and the large homogeneous nonvascular and textureless regions and the various pathologies result in deterioration of overlap with few features correspondences or matching. Thus retinal image registration is yet an urgent problem to be solved. According to their algorithm differences, existing registration methods of retinal images are roughly divided into two categories: area-based and feature-based methods [3] - [5] , and we focus on feature-based methods in this paper. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Area-based methods generally use the original pixel intensities on the overlapping area of each image pair with the specified similarity measures to compare and match information. The similarity measures usually contain the summation of absolute values of differences [6] , cross-correlation [7] , mutual information [8] and phase correlation [9] . After that, the correspondence of local features is determined by the similarity measurement and/or spatial geometrical constraints. Furthermore, these similarity measures based on intensity not only are sensitive to large morphological changes of temporal image but misguided by non-overlapping areas of different viewpoint images. Therefore area-based methods usually suffer from high computational complexity because of the use of the entire image content [10] , low overlapping areas as well as retinal images distortions. Moreover, the registration accuracy of such methods is also affected by illumination variations and prominent initial-misalignment.
Compared with area-based methods, feature-based methods are fast and more robust to intensity variance and complex image distortions. Feature-based methods [11] usually consist of extracting features and building transformation, which estimate the correspondences between these features. The TPS-RPM method [12] employed soft assign and deterministic annealing to estimate correspondences and control thin plate spline (TPS) [13] transformation updating, respectively. Ma et al. [14] introduced a sparse approximation for solving the non-parametric model in the feature matching problem. It can reduce the computational complexity of non-parametric model-based feature matching from cubic to linear without sacrificing the matching precision. In [15] , this paper introduced a robust feature matching method. It provided a uniform framework for robust feature matching by interpolating a non-parametric function with a slow-and-smooth prior condition, which is very general and can accept various geometric models.
After this, Ma et al. [16] proposed a robust point set registration method. It introduced the L2E estimator [17] to the matching problem, which is robust to a very large proportion of outliers. Based on the TPS-RPM, Yang et al. [18] proposed a robust method based on global and local mixture distance (GLMDTPS). Moreover, Some probabilistic methods [19] - [21] were developed for point registration.
Recently, a multi-feature energy optimization framework and parameter adjustment-based nonrigid point set registration was proposed in [22] . More recently, Ma et al. [23] proposed an efficient feature matching approach based on maintaining the local neighborhood structures of potential true matches. It provided a closed-form solution which can accomplish the mismatch removal from thousands of putative correspondences in only a few milliseconds. In addition, there are some retinal image matching or registration methods. A new retinal image registration method [24] based on salient feature region (SFR) to solve the problem of low-quality retinal images. In [25] , a feature guided Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is proposed for the non-rigid registration of retinal images.
Although the above methods have achieved some success in feature matching, point set and image registration and their applications, they still have some problems. First, due to the particularity of the retinal image (e.g.,repetitive structure, multimodality), inaccurate feature extraction and description will result in a large number of false feature matches. Furthermore, in the process of image space transformation, no constraint or only single constraint will lead to inaccuracy of image space transformation. These issues will all affect the robustness and precision of retinal image registration.
In this paper, we present a robust retinal image registration method using multiple image features and dual-constraint. The proposed method mainly includes the following characteristics: (i) The guided image filtering for retinal image preprocessing to detect the edge maps of retinal images, (ii) Then the multi-feature descriptor is used to combine the edge map and the geometric structure features of the retinal image to improve the description of the feature set, and the multi-feature guided model provides an accurate guiding for feature sets registration, and (iii) Dual constraints are defined where a novel local structure constraints is used to ensure the stability of the local structure of feature sets in the process of spatial transformation and updating.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed method in detail. Section 3 demonstrates the experimental performance of the proposed method using various types of retinal images, followed by other concluding remarks in Section 4.
II. METHODOLOGY
The proposed robust retinal image registration method contains four major processes: (i) image preprocessing using edge maps; (ii) feature extraction and combination; (iii) feature set registration and (iv) image registration. In this section, We first introduce the proposed method, followed by the analysis of the computational complexity in detail.
A. EDGE MAPS BASED RETINAL IMAGE PREPROCESSING
Extracting two feature sets (e.g., source feature set X = {x n } N n=1 , target feature set Y = {y n } M m=1 ) from a pair of retinal image separately, we usually indirectly complete image registration by aligning two feature sets. In this process, we aim to ensure the accuracy and validity of image registration, so it is necessary to extract apposite and effective image features for representing images. Thus the invariant, distinctive, and highly repeatable features are first considered to be adopted, where feature descriptor such as SIFT [26] are typically employed to process image pairs of global statistical dependence with similar intensities. However, these features (e.g., extracted by SIFT) are often not matched for such multimodal images with significantly different intensities. In order to guarantee the universality of our method, we use features that are extracted from the edge maps, which are common in the retinal images.
There are three main reasons and advantages of edge maps used in retinal image registration. (i) Edges are generally distributed throughout the images. (ii) The edge information of retinal images is stable and easy to retrieve. (iii) The gradient direction of retinal images intensity is ignored by edge response, which only preserves gradient magnitude because of its invariance in multimodal imagery. In addition, we apply the Edge Oriented Histogram-Scale invariant feature transform (EOH-SIFT, mentioned in the next section in detail) algorithm [27] to reliably extract the distinctive and highly repeatable features because it can enhance contrast and remove noise of images.
In this paper, we first process retinal image adopting an image preprocessing method similar to [28] , which has been proven to produce a great number of true matches. The following steps are used for contrast enhancement and noise removal: (i) We equalize the intensity histogram to a Gaussian distribution of mean m o = 124 and variance s o = 58, and use the guided filtering to denoise the resulting image. (ii) Sobel filter is employed to calculate the edge response on the contrast-enhanced image, and we use the matlab default settings.(iii) We use contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [29] to enhance the contrast of the edges and set the value of the contrast enhancement limit parameter cl to 0.01.
B. FEATURES EXTRACTION AND COMBINATION
Feature distinctiveness, which mainly depends on the robustness of measures, plays a significant role on providing accurate matching. Moreover, each of feature descriptors has its own merits and limitations. Thus we combine three feature descriptors, i.e., the Euclidean distance, the Edge Oriented Histogram descriptor based on a SIFT-like scale space (EOH-SIFT) and the local geometric structure feature descriptor (LGSF) to enhance their complementarity and improve the identifiability of each feature point. We use the combination of these three feature descriptors because they are widely used to improve retrieval efficiency, and our experimental results also prove their robustness. Next, we will discuss the feature descriptors and the combination between them in detail.
1) EOH-SIFT DESCRIPTOR
The EOH-SIFT algorithm [27] is a feature point descriptor for matching feature sets on images of the same scene but obtained in different spectral bands. Firstly, feature sets are detected by a SIFT-like based scale space representation, and then an Edge Oriented Histogram (EOH) descriptor is used to represent these feature sets as shown in Fig.1 . These EOHs contain spatial information from the contours near each feature point and describe the shape and contour of the image, maintaining the invariance of the scale space. Finally, feature sets from images are matched by finding the nearest couples using the information from the descriptor. This process is based on the Euclidean distance between the corresponding descriptor vectors. (iii) Each of these sub-areas is represented by a contour histogram calculated after the edge histogram descriptor (EHD) [30] of the MPEG-7 standard [31] . The window size of each feature point is defined as a parameter ξ in our method, which affects the accuracy of registration.
Compared with SIFT, EOH-SIFT descriptor improves its robustness via (i) discarding feature point where their subregions have no information, i.e., only a few contours are contained in subregions, and (ii) using the scale restriction where the scale difference (SD) of the given pair of feature sets X and Y. And the SD is defined as follows:
where σ is the scale of that pyramidal representation that the feature point appears. And the sough values x and y are obtained by two steps: (i) compute a histogram of SDs of all matches, (ii) extract the peak SD in the SDs histogram. They can be defined as:
2) LOCAL GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE FEATURE DESCRIPTOR
We define the local geometric structure feature (LGSF) descriptor based on vector. Suppose a point set T includes J points, where t ik is the k th nearest neighbor of the point t i , and the local feature descriptor of the i th point t i of the set T is defined as follows:
where K denotes the number of neighbor points. v ik is the vector from t i to t ik , and µ ik is a weight parameter that controls the contribution of the corresponding vector to the local VOLUME 7, 2019 feature description. Due to the vector feature contains the Euclidean distance and angle information, we adopt the sum vector to describe the local feature of t i . It can be seen from Eq.3 that the local feature descriptor is mainly influenced by two factors: (i) the value of K , (ii) and the value of weight parameter µ ik . Firstly, since the local characterization of point t i is mainly affected by its surrounding points, the value of K should take into account the most of neighboring points that will have an effect. According to [18] , the number of the nearest neighboring points K is set to 5 in 2-D. Secondly, The length of vector v ik may cause an unexpected impact on the local feature descriptor because of its excessive length, so we define µ ik with the Euclidean norm. And the influence of v ik on the local feature descriptor satisfies the following conditions: the shorter the vector length, the greater the influence. µ ik is specifically defined as follows:
The core idea of a local feature descriptor is that the local characteristics of a point can be represented by the sum of the vectors between the points and a specified number of adjacent points, and these vectors are affected by their own length. Therefore, each element of the third feature difference matrix L can be written based on Eq.3 as follows:
where C(G, ) is the spatial transformation of the source set X.
3) MULTI-FEATURE DESCRIPTOR
In this part, we define the multi-feature(MLF) descriptor as follows:
where T 1 is annealing parameters for the LGSF and G is the Euclidean distance that is considered as the global feature. Each element of the matrix G can be defined as ψ Gmn = ||y m − C( n , θ n )|| where C( n , θ n ) is the centroid of the Gaussian mixture model that discuss detail in section II-C1.
C. MULTI-FEATURE DESCRIPTOR GUIDE FEATURE SET REGISTRATION MODEL
After extracting two feature sets from a pair of retinal images using feature descriptors, there are usually some problems. A great number of outliers are contained in the extracted feature sets and the performance of current non-rigid feature sets registration methods [16] , [18] , [19] is limited. In order to deal with the above issues, we design a robust multi-feature descriptor guided feature set registration model as follows. Given two feature sets, i.e., the source feature set X = {x n } N n=1 and the target feature set Y = {y m } M m=1 that are respectively extracted from the model image and the target image, Our proposed feature set registration model contains the following two main steps: (i) correspondence estimation:
correspondences between X and Y are estimated by the proposed MLF descriptor at each iteration, then (ii) transformation updating: a non-rigid transformation built by the recovered correspondences is employed to update the location of X. Iterating steps (i) and (ii) makes X gradually and continuously approach the target feature set Y and eventually match the exact corresponding point in Y.
1) CORRESPONDENCE ESTIMATION
Firstly, we use the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to estimate correspondences by measuring the similarity of the MLF descriptor between two feature sets, then we use an approximate solution for the correspondence estimation problem, which is a GMM probability. In our method, the MLF descriptor of x n is considered as the centroid of the n th Gaussian component and the MLF descriptor of y m is regarded as the m th data. The GMM probability density function (PDF) is thus obtained as:
We use N + 1 GMM here. Each GMM n denotes the point x n of X and P(n) = 1/A. The (N + 1) th GMM is used to eliminate the effects of outliers, which constrained by a parameter ω (0 < ω < 1). The PDF of point y m in GMM n as follow.
where C( n , θ n ) is the center coordination of the n th GMM with the parameter values θ n , that is, the coordination of x n after transformation updating. D denotes the dimension of the feature set to be registered.
After we obtain the PDF of GMM which is guided by the similarity of MLF, we can use the posterior probability of GMM to estimate correspondence via Bayes' rule, where the value of GMM parameter is equal to the parameter of the previous iteration:
by which the similarity of MLF descriptor guide an one-tomany fuzzy correspondence matrix P o is obtained, and the size of P o is N ×M . We have the corresponding target feature set simultaneously:Ẏ
2) TRANSFORMATION UPDATING
After the corresponding matrix between two feature sets is obtained, we update the trasformation of the source feature set X in this step. Due to the source feature set is built as a GMM, transformation updating can be finished by obtaining the optimal parameters of GMM based on the corresponding matrix. By this token, the transformation updating of the nonrigid registration is transformed into a parameter optimization process. We find the GMM optimal parameter and σ 2 by minmizing the negative log-likelihood function of Eq.7, which can be written by:
The expectation maximization (EM) is adopted to solve this optimization problem in this paper, which contains the the posterior probability(E-step) and the maximizing expectation(M-step), respectively solving expectation and maxmizing expectation. We obtain the following energy function by E-step:
where N p = M m=1 N n=1 P old ( n |y m ). Then we continue M-step, i.e., find the optimum parameter and σ 2 by computing the partial derivative of Eq.12.
To derive the energy function easily, we transform it to a pure matrix form. Before then, we define the spatial transformation of the source feature set X based on Gaussian radial basis function (GRBF):
where G is a N × N kernel matrix obtained by GRBF: g mn = exp(||x n − x m || 2 /2ξ 2 ). W is a N × D weight matrix of Gaussian kernel. Therefore, we change the parameters for optimization from and σ 2 to W and σ 2 . And Eq.12 can be rewritten as follow:
We represent Eq.14 in the following matrix form to short-cut calculation:
where Trace(·) denotes the trace of a matrix, N ×N matrix P X and M ×M matrix P Y are diagonal matrices that are consisted of column vector P o 1 and P T o 1, respectively. 1 is a column vector whose elements are all 1. The optimum parameters are obtained by solving the group of the following partial derivative:
The global constraint term is added into energy function to maintain the global structure stability while processing transformation updating, that is, the regularization operators γ (C(G, )) for non-rigid transformation. We write the following matrix form in order to facilitate improvement of transformation updating process.
where constant λ is the weight parameter that controls the strength of the global constraint, which can be rewritten into Eq.14:
After that, the equations Eq.16 and Eq.17 for the parameter calculation are rewritten as follows:
Combined the above sections, the complete process of nonrigid feature set registration is given by the proposed method. Then our method based on the iteration of the following two steps:
(1) The Gaussian mixture model is constructed on the source feature set by Eq.7 and the fuzzy correspondence matrix between source feature set and target feature set is calculated by Eq.9 based on MLF descriptor.
(2) The parameters W and the parameter σ 2 needed for the next iteration are calculated by the equations Eq.28 and Eq.29, and then the source feature set perform a spatial transformation updating by Eq.13. Since we have not verified its feasibility when we introduce the dual-constrained spatial transformation of the method, we give the solutions of equations Eq.28 and Eq.29 in this section, which illustrate the energy equation Eq.27 used to calculate the optimization parameters when the method is used to perform the dualconstrained spatial transformation updating.
b: LOCAL GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE CONSTRAINT
In order to maintain the local structure stability of feature sets, we can first define the local geometric structure constraint term based on the local feature descriptor Eq.3 in Section II-B2 as follows: where η is the weight parameter that controls the strength of the local constraint. The core idea of this constraint is that the local deformation of source feature set X in spatial transformation is constrained by judging the local similarity of X before and after spatial transformation. The value of the weight parameter η has a major effect in the local constraint term. However, the demand for the strength of the local constraint term in the proposed method is different with both different circumstances and different registration process. Hence, the value strategy of η have some influence on the performance of the proposed method. In order to maximize the performance of our method, the demand for the constraint strength of the local constraint term with the different registration process is designed in most cases: in the beginning of registration, the local structure constraints are applied to the spatial transformation of the source set according to the maximum value of η. The constraint strength of the local structure constraint is gradually weak as registration process. Therefore, the deterministic annealing technique is used to define η as follows:
where m is the maximum value of η set in advance, t is the current number of iterations, and constant c is used to control the velocity of the constraint intensity change. The local geometric structural constraint term is added to the energy function Eq.19 controlling the global geometric structure stability, so that the method can maintain the global and local stability at the same time when the spatial transform is updated. Before that, In order to facilitate the calculation process, we give the matrix form of the local structure constraint:
where
where I is a unit matrix in U X = H (X) − K I, andẎ = P o Y in UẎ = H (Ẏ) − K I, K is the number of neighbor point. Suggested a feature set T includes J points that the feature point t ik is the nearest neighbor of the k th point of point t i , and we define H (T) as a matrix of J × J , and the each element of the matrix is defined as follows: (26) where K is the number of neighbor point. H (T) represents a sparse matrix consisting of the weights of the K nearest neighbors of point t i . To make the value of the matrix W satisfying the point x i + g i , and the K nearest neighbor of the W is the same as the K nearest neighbors of x i . We use the sparse matrix of feature set X to calculate the local feature of the feature set X + GW in Eq.25. Thus rewrite the energy function Eq.19 as follow:
Then, Eq.20 and Eq.21 for the parameter calculation are rewritten as follows. 
D. FEATURE SETS BASED IMAGE REGISTRATION
Extracting respectively the source feature set X from the model image I mo , and the target feature set Y from the target image I t , Our aim is to obtain the transformed image I t .
After we get the transformed source feature set X, we can construct a mapping function based on the corresponding set, i.e., {C = X, X} and then realize the image registration. There are two types of mapping: (i) Forward approach: transforming the model image I mo using the mapping function directly. (ii) Backward approach: determining the transformed image I t from I mo using the grid of the target image I t and the inverse of the mapping. Due to the complexity of the implementation of (i), and the problems of discretization and rounding, the former creates holes and/or overlaps in the output image. Therefore we use the backward approach for image transform.
The thin plate spline (TPS) transformation model is employed which obtained by:
where the size of TPS model T TPS is (N +3)×3, E is the N ×3 with the n th denoting (1, x n ) and O is a 3 × 3 matrix of zero, and the N × N TPS kernel
We obtain a regular grid t Z ×2 = {δ t 1 , δ t 2 , · · · , δ t Z } T by processing a pixel-by-pixel index on the target imageI t , where Z = X (Y t ) × Y (Y t ) that denotes the size of image. Setting the grid t as the source feature set, and letting the T TPS be the TPS transformation model, we first get the transformed grid t Z ×3 by the following formula:
then using ← ( t (·,1) t (·,2) ) to restore the dimension of the grid to 2, where the Z × N kernelK ij = ||δ t i − x j || 2 log ||δ t i − x j ||,Ė is the Z × 3 matrix with the z th row denotes (1, δ t z ) and t (·,i) denotes the i th column of t . Let denote the grid which is obtained on I mo , we have
Finally, getting the transformed image I t by means of resampling intensities from the model image I mo based on , and setting the rest of pixels to black. Furthermore, the bicubic interpolation is used for enhancing the smoothness of I t . More precisely, determining the intensities of each pixel in I t through summing the weighted neighbor pixel intensities within a 4 × 4 window.
1) PARAMETER SETTING
Three parameters are used for image features in our method. (i) K , the number of neighbors; (ii) ι, the window size for every feature point in EOH; (iii) T 1 , the annealing parameter for the LGSF. We set K = 5, ι = 86, T 1 = exp(iter/10).
And the following parameters are used for registering extraceted feature points. (i) ω, the outlier weighting; (ii) λ and η represent the weights of the global and local structural constraint preservation term, respectively; (iii) σ 2 , the equal isotropic covariances of MLF; (iv) W , the parameter of feature set transformation; (v) µ, the weighting parameter of regularization and (vi)ξ , a constant to control the spatial smoothness, (vii) iter max , the max number of iteration. We set ω = 0.2, λ = 100, η = 1.5, ξ = 1, iter max = 50, and initialize W as a matrix with all zeros. Furthermore, we first initialize σ 2 and µ with
× µ]/iter max , respectively. The flow chart of our method is shown on Fig.2 and the pseudo-code of our method is outlined in Algorithm 1.
2) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The feature sets selection is measured by using EOH-SIFT, it takes O(X 1 Y 1 + X 2 Y 2 ) time to build EOH for one point, which therefore space complexity is O(N + M ). The LGSF takes O(N 2 + M 2 ) time for computing and its space complexity is O(N + M ), where X 1 , X 2 , Y 1 , Y 2 are the widths and heights of the model image and target image, respectively; N , M are numbers of the feature points extracted from the model image and target image. Overall, the time complexity of the proposed method is
. Compared to other nonparametric methods, our method has smaller time complexity and space complexity. For example, the time complexity of VFC [15] is O(mD 3 N 3 ) and the space complexity of VFC is O(D 2 N 2 )
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, the performance of our proposed method is evaluated by comparing against five state-of-the-art methods: CPD [19] , SIFT [26] , GLMDTPS [18] , VFC [15] and RSOC [32] . We design our experiments with four types of retinal image pairs: (i) different imaging modalities, (ii) partial overlaps, (iii) different times and (iv) multimodal with partial overlaps. Moreover, we manually construct the ground 
A. EVALUATION METRICS
Our method choose the ground truth for matching correctness by checking manually and three evaluative criteria are used to evaluate the accuracy of registration approaches, which is the root of mean square error (RMSE), the median error (MEE) and maximum error (MAE). Further, we classify the registration results with the method provided in [33] as incorrect (MAE>10 pixels), inexact (MAE≤10 and MEE>1.5 pixels), and acceptable (MAE≤10 and MEE≤1.5 pixels) in our experiments. The RMSE, MEE and MAE are commonly used to quantify the registration accuracy. We manually determine at least 5 pairs of landmarks between the model image and the target image, and all the landmarks are evenly distributed and selected on the easily identified places in the interest areas.
B. RESULTS OF FEATURE MATCHING
In this section, we conduct experiments to test the ability of methods on feature matching. We design the experiments with aforementioned four scenarios of feature matching: (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Our method is compared with GLMD, VFC, SIFT, CPD and RSOC using evaluation criterion: matching rate. The matching rate is defined as the ratio between the number of preserved correct matches and the number of total preserved matches. The results of quantitative comparison are shown in Fig.3 . As the results show, our method provides the best performance for each group of experiments and has the highest average feature matching rate. This is conducive to the accuracy of transformation estimation.
C. RESULTS OF MULTIMODAL IMAGE
In this section, 100 retinal image pairs are used for evaluation. These images with different imaging modalities have large intensity variations. Firstly, the intuitive results of our method are given by three typical retinal image pairs in Fig.4 . For each pair of experiments, the first row is the original retinal image pair, with the corresponding edge map being placed on the next row. We can know that some tissues in the retinal image pairs, particularly the blood vessels and optic discs, have very different intensity structures. However, their corresponding edge maps are quite similar. Therefore, we can align multimodal retinal images by matching their edge maps to EOH-SIFT features. The third row is the EOH-SIFT feature matching result. Left and right of the final row present the transformed image and checkerboard of the transformed image and the target image, respectively. The means and standard deviations of RMSE, MEE, MAE over the entire dataset are listed in Table. 1. Compared with SIFT, CPD, GLMDTPS, VFC, and RSOC, Our method has the best performance in all cases. The average run times of the five methods, precluding the cost of EOH-SIFT feature extraction on the test data, are presented in Table. occasion of compared with the other five methods without the cost of EOH-SIFT feature extraction, VFC is the most effectual algorithm in average run times. Without doubt, the performance of our method is still competent.
D. RESULTS OF IMAGES WITH PARTIAL OVERLAPS
In this section, 100 retinal image pairs with partial overlaps are used for evaluation, where 30 retinal image pairs with less than 50% overlap are selected from the whole dataset so as to make the test data more challenging.
Similarly, the intuitive results of our method are given by three typical retinal image pairs in Fig.5 . And obviously, our method can generate so much correct feature matches that the retinal image pairs could be accurately aligned that can be seen from the aligned overlaps in the mosics and the continuous vessels in the checkerboards. We see that edge maps extraction may not essential for partial overlaps retinal image registration because of capturing with the same modality. Nonetheless, we still employ the edge maps for uniformity in our experiments.
The performance statistics of RMSE, MEE, MAE in this section is listed in Table. 3. Our method has the best performance for all the three criteria as well. We also provide the average run times of the six methods as presented in Table. 4.
E. RESULTS OF IMAGES AT DIFFERENT TIMES
Since capturing test datasets is usually at different times, including multimodal retinal images and retinal images with For each group of results, the first row is the model image and the target image, the second row is their corresponding edge map, the third row is feature matching results and the final row gives a 12×12 checkerboard for alternately displaying the transformed image and the target image as a montage on the right, the transformed image is shown on the left. Case 1 and Case 2 work without the global geometric structure constraints and local geometric structure constraints, respectively.
FIGURE 5.
Registration results on retinal images with partial overlaps. Three typical multimodal retinal image pairs shown in every two columns. For each group of results, the first row is the model image and the target image, the second row is their corresponding edge map, the third row is feature matching results and the final row gives a 12×12 checkerboard for alternately displaying the transformed image and the target image as a montage on the right, the mosaic image is shown on the left. Case 1 and Case 2 work without the global geometric structure constraints and local geometric structure constraints, respectively. partial overlap, we design experiment using typical different times of retinal images, especially lesions existed.
In this section, we use 20 retinal image pairs captured at different times to compare our method against other five methods. Table.5 shows the means and standard deviations of RMSE, MEE, MAE over the entire dataset. The registration results are shown in Fig.6 . We can see that our method has the best performance and our method still matches these image Registration results on retinal images at different times. Three typical multimodal retinal image pairs shown in every two columns. For each group of results, the first row is the model image and the target image, the second row is their corresponding edge map, the third row is feature matching results and the final row gives a 12×12 checkerboard for alternately displaying the transformed image and the target image as a montage on the right, the transformed image is shown on the left. Case 1 and Case 2 work without the global geometric structure constraints and local geometric structure constraints, respectively.
FIGURE 7.
Registration results on multimodal retinal image with partial overlap. Three typical multimodal retinal image pairs shown in every two columns. For each group of results, the first row is the model image and the target image, the second row is their corresponding edge map, the third row is feature matching results and the final row gives a 12×12 checkerboard for alternately displaying the transformed image and the target image as a montage on the right, the transformed image is shown on the left. Case 1 and Case 2 work without the global geometric structure constraints and local geometric structure constraints, respectively. pairs accurately in this special case. The average run times of six methods are listed in Table. 6.
F. RESULTS OF MULTIMODAL IMAGES WITH PARTIAL OVERLAPS
Based on our previous experiments, we conduct a novel and challenging work in this section. The challenging data set includes multi-mode retinal images with partial overlap and experiments are also designed. The results are shown in Fig.7 , which is a satisfying alignment performance.
It can be seen that in most cases, our method can successfully handle retinal image registration. These images not only VOLUME 7, 2019 include multi-model images and images with partial overlap, but also are at different times.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a robust method for accurately registering retinal images. The proposed method first uses a guided image filtering to enhance edges of retinal images in different types. Second, a multi-feature descriptor is employed to combine the edge maps and the geometric structure feature of retinal images for improving the description of feature sets and rejecting outliers. The multi-feature guided model then provides the accurate guiding for feature set registration, and the feature points based image registration finally gives an accurate image registration. Experiment results demonstrate that our method gives the best registration performance, and outperforms five state-of-the-art methods in most scenarios.
In summary, our work mainly focuses on designing more reliable point feature descriptor and developing more novel and efficient feature set registration method in further study. It is expected that we keep the same core idea to align various field images.
